
KHON KAEN, Thailand: From communing with forest
spirits to whipping up love potions, Thailand's cave-
dwelling hermits once conducted their supernatural
endeavors with just ancient magic and ritual as their
guide. But today's sorcerers are more connected than
ever: armed with smart phones, Facebook profiles and
business-savvy, a new crop of mystics are harnessing tech
to cultivate followings across Asia. "Woah," Toon says omi-
nously as he peers down at an astrological chart on his
smartphone, the tips of his scraggly grey beard dangling
just above the screen. 

"You will have some kind of accident by the end of the
month," he tells an AFP reporter, offering to conduct a cer-
emony to counteract the bad karma. Surrounded by a cor-
nucopia of glittering Buddha statues, eerie dolls and other
spiritual trinkets, the 57-year-old uses sacred powders and
ointments to conduct his 'good luck' ritual. Several other
hermits-known in Thai as "reusee"-are gathered in the
teak-wood room in his spacious home in northeastern
Thailand. 

But hundreds of other disciples abroad are also hanging
onto his every word, with a Taiwanese client broadcasting
the ceremony on Facebook Live and translating for viewers
back home. "His customers and students want to see. They
miss him," the Taiwanese woman, Ann Liu, explains as Toon
wraps protective string around her husband, a regular
client. "He has over 200 students there."

The jet-set 
A former bank employee, Toon is at the forefront of a

growing number of 'new age hermits' to crop up in
Thailand's spiritual underworld-a densely populated scene
of shamans, exorcists and astrologers. While the kingdom
is overwhelmingly Buddhist, there is still widespread belief
in animistic spirits and ghosts. Toon was called to the spiri-
tual practice 16 years ago, swapping his secular garb for
white robes, growing out his beard and decorating his
arms in hand-etched tattoos. 

Using Facebook and LINE to advertise his services, he
has tapped a deep well of overseas intrigue-especially
among ethnic Chinese-for rituals and charms aimed at

boosting business prospects and mending relationship
woes. He now has hundreds of followers in places such as
Hong Kong, Taiwan, China, Malaysia and Singapore, and
travels far and wide to offer spiritual solace. But his jet-set-
ting is on his clients' tab, in a luxury lifestyle that could not
be further from the solitary, forest-dwelling existence of his
predecessors. 

Thailand's traditional hermits were ascetics who dis-
avowed worldly excesses and spent most of their time
alone in the jungle, engaged in deep mediation.  "Now
hermits have to live in towns so they can help people easi-
ly," Toon explained to AFP outside his luxurious home-a
decorated compound that merges a traditional Thai sala
with a modern house, replete with a shiny black SUV in the
driveway. "Also, I have a wife and I'm worried she couldn't
live in the forest," he added.  

Supernatural boom 
Anthropologists say Toon and his 21st century peers,

whose numbers are estimated to be around 200 in
Thailand, are only the latest players to profit from a
"supernatural boom" in Asia. Free-market forces and tech-
nology have abetted, rather than diluted, superstitions
that can dictate everything from daily routines and busi-
ness moves to high-level political decisions. Thailand is
renowned for its coterie of occult figures and spiritual
fads. Unlike other governments in neighboring countries
like China and Vietnam that have suppressed folk reli-
gions, Thai authorities have given fringe practices a free
reign to flourish. 

From life-like 'angel dolls' to limited edition protective
amulets, superstitious crazes routinely sweep the king-
dom, fuelled by celebrity endorsements and media cov-

erage. Many of the must-have charms are aimed at pro-
moting wealth and other modern aspirations. "The
reusees (hermits) fit into the recently emerging populari-
ty of this kind of practice," said Thai anthropologist
Visisya Pinthongvijayakul. "A lot of customers, especially
business owners, now come to Thailand to seek auspi-
cious power from alternative people other than monks,"
he added.

It is undoubtedly a lucrative business for people
like Toon, whose clients pay hundreds of dollars for
the ceremonies. Thanks to the power of the web, he
now has more foreign customers than Thais. But he
claims his practice hasn't changed at all. "All of my fol-
lowers are human.. .  and so their thoughts are the
same: they want love, they want good luck, and they
want to be rich." — AFP
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Out of the woods: Thai hermits harness web

Crop of mystics use tech to cultivate followings

THAILAND: This photograph shows 'hermit' Toon, left, inscribing a protective charm with
holy oil on the forehead of a Taiwanese client during a ritual in the northern Thai
province of Khon Kaen.

THAILAND: This photograph shows a video on the mobile phone of Taiwanese client Ann
Lui of Thai 'hermit' Toon performing a ritual in the northern Thai province of Khon Kaen.

—AFP photos

DUBAI: In 2030 every organization will be a technology
organization and as such businesses need to start thinking
today about how to future-proof their infrastructure and
workforce, according to a report published by Dell
Technologies. The research, led by the Institute for the
Future (IFTF) alongside 20 technology, academic and busi-

ness experts from across the globe,
looks at how emerging technolo-
gies such as artificial intelligence,
robotics, virtual reality, augmented
reality and cloud computing, will
transform our lives and how we
work over the next decade. 

The report titled 'The Next Era of
Human-Machine Partnerships' also
offers insight on how consumers
and businesses can prepare for a
society in flux. The report forecasts
that emerging technologies, sup-
ported by massive advancements

in software, big data and processing power, will reshape
lives. Society will enter a new phase in its relationship with
machines, which will be characterized by: 

Even greater efficiency and possibility than ever before,
helping humans transcend our limitations

Humans as "digital conductors" in which technology
will work as an extension of people, helping to better
direct and manage daily activities.

Work chasing people, in which by using advanced
data-driven matchmaking technologies, organizations can
find and employ talent from across the world. 

People learning "in the moment," as the pace of change
will be so rapid that, new industries will be created and
new skills will be required to survive.

Dell Technologies commissioned the study to help
companies navigate an uncertain world and prepare for
the future. Today, digital disruption is ruthlessly redrawing
industries. For the first time in modern history, global
leaders can't predict how their industry will fare further
down the line. According to Dell's Digital Transformation
Index, 52 percent of senior decision makers across 16
countries have experienced significant disruption to their
industries as a result of digital technologies. And nearly

one in two businesses believe there's a possibility their
company will become obsolete within the next three to
five years. 

"Never before has the industry experienced so much
disruption. The pace of change is very real, and we're now
in a do-or-die landscape. To leap ahead in the era of
human-machine partnerships, every business will need to
be a digital business, with software at its core," said
Jeremy Burton, chief marketing officer, Dell. "But organiza-
tions will need to move fast and build capacity in their
machines, ready their infrastructure and enable their
workforce in order to power this change."

"We've been exposed to two extreme perspectives
about machines and the future: the anxiety-driven issue
of technological unemployment or the over optimistic
view that technology will cure all our social and environ-
mental ills," said Rachel Maguire, research director,
Institute for the Future. "Instead we need to focus on what
the new relationship between technology and people
could look like and how we can prepare accordingly. If we
engage in the hard work of empowering human-machine
partnerships to succeed, their impact on society will
enrich us all."

In 2030 humans' reliance on technology will evolve into
a true partnership with humans, bringing skills such as cre-
ativity, passion and an entrepreneurial mindset. This will
align with the machines' ability to bring speed, automation
and efficiencies, and the resulting productivity will allow
for new opportunities within industries and roles. By 2030
personalized, integrated artificial intelligence (AI) assis-
tants will go well beyond what assistants can do now.
They'll take care of us in predictive and automated ways.

Technology won't necessarily replace workers, but the
process of finding work will change. Work will cease to be
a place but a series of tasks. Machine learning technolo-
gies will make individuals' skills and competencies search-
able, and organizations will pursue the best talent for dis-
crete tasks. An estimated 85 percent of jobs in 2030
haven't been invented yet. The pace of change will be so
rapid that people will learn "in-the-moment" using new
technologies such as augmented reality and virtual reality.
The ability to gain new knowledge will be more valuable
than the knowledge itself.

By Rick Holland, VP Strategy at Digital Shadows

The AlphaBay dark web marketplace has been inaccessi-
ble since 5 July, 2017. With no substantive explanation
from the site's owners, users have speculated that either

an exit scam (where administrators steal user crypto currency
deposited to the marketplace and shut down the services) or
law enforcement action has taken place. Dark web market exit
scams are nothing new; the Evolution market exit scam infa-
mously resulted in the loss of 40,000 bitcoins. 

These exit scams are one of the
risks when conducting business in
criminal market places. Recent
reports have suggested that inter-
national authorities had seized the
site, alongside the arrest of one of
its alleged operators. Both explana-
tions remained unconfirmed at the
time of writing, but with each day
that passes the prospect of
AlphaBay returning becomes
increasingly unlikely. So, what
would a post-AlphaBay future look
like? We believe there are at least
three possible scenarios:

An older marketplace 
As is often the case when a popular marketplace disap-

pears, users will simply migrate to other established sites.
Already we have seen former AlphaBay vendors advertising
their products on other market places, including Hansa and
Dream Market. Sellers have leveraged their AlphaBay vendor
ratings as a measure of their trustworthiness and reputation.
Relocation is made easier as many established vendors and
regular customers would have already had multiple accounts
across the major markets. 

With AlphaBay seemingly out of the picture, other sites
will jostle for supremacy by trying to attract new users
through advertising and membership deals. RS Club
Market, for example, announced a referral offer on 09 Jul
2017 (a few days after AlphaBay's disappearance) encour-
aging members to invite new users in return for 30 percent
of the site's commission fee. The House of Lions market-
place, similarly, has given AlphaBay sellers an opportunity
to negotiate on the vendor fee if they can verify their expe-
rience and reputation.

Enlarging your customer base, however, brings its own
challenges. Hansa users have reported issues with accessing
the site in the last week. As Hansa does not require users to
login to view products, a large increase in web traffic may
have disrupted the service. Now Hansa administrators have
been forced to suspend new registrations as the deal with
"technical issues" caused by what they have called an
"AlphaBay refugee" influx.

New marketplace to replace AlphaBay
Some AlphaBay users were so fond of their former haunt

that they have created a new iteration of the marketplace,
dubbed GammaBay. We discovered the following call to arms
by a self-described AlphaBay veteran on Reddit:

At this stage, the GammaBay site is still in its infancy, and
the marketplace section remains unfinished. With only 20

members registered on the site so far, it is unlikely the new site
will be able to reach the heights of its predecessor. Moreover,
with rumors that AlphaBay had been disrupted by law
enforcement, many users have expressed a reluctance to regis-
ter for GammaBay, fearing that the site is actually a honey pot
intended to lure in former AlphaBay vendors. Perceived trust in
a market will play a large role in its chances of future success. 

Alternative solutions
The fallout from AlphaBay's disappearance could have far-

reaching implications for the future of the marketplace model.
If an exit scam has taken place, the declining trust in these
markets may lead disillusioned users towards alternative
methods for conducting online transactions. If law enforce-
ment was responsible, then the risk of legal action will only
encourage vendors to seek more secure and anonymized
methods of trade. 

Although sites such as AlphaBay are very popular for
goods such as drugs and credit card information, cybercrimi-
nals selling sensitive data or malware variants have frequent-
ly opted for direct peer-to-peer (P2P) communication and
relationships made on specialized forums. While vendors and
customers might lose the convenience of trading on a popu-
lar marketplace, they could decide that a P2P model will give
them more control and help safeguard against exit scams
and loss of funds. 

Following the seizure of Silk Road in 2013, some people
began working on a new, fully-decentralized marketplace
known as OpenBazaar. This open source project is a P2Pr mar-
ketplace that allows the unrestricted sale of goods between
anonymous users. OpenBazaar is accessed through a front-
end client which can be freely downloaded from the project
website.  All transactions are made using Bitcoin and are
recorded on the project Blockchain as cryptographically
signed smart contracts. 

Short, long-term forecasts
In the short-term, we assess that an existing marketplace

such as Dream Market or Hansa will most likely fill AlphaBay's
shoes. The most successful marketplaces usually have a combi-
nation of: a user-friendly interface, administrator support serv-
ices, attractive fee structures, and - crucially - a strong overall
level of stability and reputation among the online community.
As perhaps the two most established markets with the largest
number of existing users, Dream Market and Hansa are best
placed to capitalize. 

Nonetheless, as Hansa's recent technical difficulties have
highlighted, these sites will have to undertake improvements
to ensure their user experience is in line with what members
will demand. For Hansa and Dream Market, this will mean min-
imizing technical issues and refining their associated forum
pages, which both pale in comparison to what the AlphaBay
forum once offered. 

In the long-term, the fall of yet another popular dark web
marketplace will only increase calls for a more secure, stable
and trustworthy alternative to the current marketplace model.
Here we believe P2P models such as that espoused by
OpenBazaar have the potential to become increasingly attrac-
tive offerings to vendors and customers alike. It remains to be
seen when a suitable platform will finally break through and
disrupt the market. Digital Shadows will continue to track the
likely demise of AlphaBay and its successors. 
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